


‘North Forty’ is a term we use in the Midwest to reference someplace way out there.  We, at North Forty Design, 
thrive in that space.  To us its a place full of open possibilities, free from convention and open to exploration. We 
create furniture, products, toys, spaces, and experiences that strive to honor that idea.  Started in 2007 by husband 
and wife team Sandor and Jackelyn Pratt, North Forty has created award winning designs in natural materials with 
our unique balance of form and function, always made right here in the USA.  Research, material exploration, ex-
perimentation, and a deep respect for craftsmanship of old and new guide us in our design process.  Most of all, we 
live and work as a family - every day.  We hope the joy and passion we get from working this way can finds its way 
into your home.

Stria

The Stria product line highlights our approach to form and 
function. We test the limits of technological manufactur-
ing methods and balance those with traditional handcraft, 
packaged in smartly detailed design. Our Stria table and 
chairs re-examine the dining experience and bring a clever 
simplicity to the everyday use of table and chair. 

Playforms

Dissatisfied with the endless cheap, plastic, 
mass-produced toys out there, we set out to create 
a whole new class of products for children with 
the Playforms line. Natural materials, extreme du-
rability, completely safe and healthy, and built 
for a modern home were the basic goals we set 
forth. But on top of that what we really wanted 
was objects that were worthy of the creative and 
competent minds of the children they were built 
for. Supporting open-ended play and building a 
framework for creative thinking and discovery are 
the larger goals for Playforms. 

WE ARE YOUNG 
DESIGNERS CRAFTING
MODERN & INVENTIVE 
PRODUCTS IN THE USA

Research into child development, early childhood 
environments and learning strategies guided us in the 
design process. The result is thoughtful, simple, 
meticulously crafted objects that support learning 
through play. Each piece is designed for a child’s curious 
mind to have the space to “fill-in-the blank” or create 
their own story.

Like all of our pieces, the Stria line is perfectly suited for 
a real home. Stria transcends any certain trend - content 
to be the pieces used in your home day in and day out, 
year after year without fail.



FRAMEHOUSE
The ideal playhouse designed for inside your home.  This 
simple design is rich in possibilities.  The clean and open 
structure supports imaginary play, and easily accepts 
additional props and materials.  

The openness provides adults a clear view into the 
child’s play and invites collaboration.  Its overall lightness 
fits well even in small spaces. Furniture-quality mortise 
and tenon construction ensures a safe and durable play-
house for years of play.

43x48x54
White Oak, Stainless steel hardware

Playforms



PLAY KITCHEN BAMBOO
Watch your child as they get lost in make-believe for 
hours in this stunning kitchen. Whether cooking, clean-
ing, preparing food, shopping, selling; the options are 
endless.  We set out to create a play kitchen to be the 
framework for all the scenarios a child will imagine.  

Bamboo, birch, Greenguard certified white laminate

42x13½x36 and 42x13½x24

Playforms

This open-ended design can as easily be a full kitchen, a 
farmers market stand, or retail store. The two separate 
units can be arranged in multiple orientations.  Built to 
last - in solid bamboo this kitchen will fit beautifully in 
the modern home.



DIRT MUD ROCKS WATER SNOW SIBLINGS

GARDEN CART
This versatile and robust little cart will be your child’s workhorse for years to come.  
We chose acetylated wood for a safe and ultra-durable material for harsh outdoor use.  
Supports gross motor development, and connects kids with the outdoor world.

Acetylated wood, recycled industrial HDPE, stainless steel hardware, 8” rubber wheels
31x18x15

Playforms
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AMERICAN 

HARDWOODS
CLEAN
 SCULPTURAL
   BAMBOO

STRIA CHAIR
Subtle curves, built-in structure, beautiful texture 
all in an elegant compact form.  Solid bamboo is 
carved on a CNC router leaving the milling marks to 
create a textured seat and complex joinery.  Flush 
technological joinery and impeccable handcraft 
combine to give a sculptural quality to these stun-
ning chairs.  

Solid bamboo

19½x18x29¾

MADISON CHAIR
The same refined profile as the Stria but simplified 
for solid hardwood construction.

American walnut, or white oak

19½x18x29¾



Seat and back detail of color, texture, and grain patterns revealed through the manufacturing process



STRIA TABLE
Modest, with subtle details that pair it perfectly with the Stria chair.  A 
generous beveled edge matches the seat back as chairs tuck in flush to 
the table.  Makes setting and clearing the table exceedingly easier than 
with high-backed chairs.

Solid Bamboo

73½x37½x29¾
Custom sizes available
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